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We had a dedicated group of 11 volunteers show up for our first trail work day of 2020. The
group included Leo Couture, Steve Adario, Lauren Adario, Alyssa Adario, Anthony Adario, Andy
Thibodeau, John Ryan, Todd Demers, Donna Rhine, Tom Bussiere and Larry Gomes. Several of
the crew met at Gord’s Corner Store and then drove out to the bridge location in vehicles and
ATV’s.
The first step in completing the bridge was to install the diaphragms. These are the steel
supports that go in-between the beams to keep them upright. Each diaphragm had 3 holes on
each side that must be lined up with holes in flanges welded to the I-beams and then ¾” bolts
were used to fasten them together. Leo Couture provided a heavy-duty portable impact drill
that was used to tighten the ¾” bolts.
While the diaphragms were being installed, another group of volunteers started work on the
stringers. A 2” x 8” x 16’ long PT board was placed on top of the steel beam and then the
location of the holes in the top of the steel beam were marked onto the stringer boards so they
could be drilled out for the attachment bolts. Each steel beam had a double stringer that was
bolted to the I-beam using a carriage bolt.
Once the stringers were installed, Leo used the forks on his tractor to bring over the 4” x 6” x
14’ decking. Each of these pressure treated timbers weighed about 70lbs so using the tractor
to move them saved a lot of back breaking work. The decking timbers were fasted down using
5” timber lags.
The last step involved the installation of 2” x 8” x 16’-long runners. Before nailing them onto
the decking, the runners had a 45-degree angle cut on each end.
Our thanks go out to the volunteers for a job well done! Here are some pictures from Saturday:

Steve Adario, Alyssa Adario and Andy Thibodeau install bolts into the steel diaphragms while
the rest of the crew work on drilling holes in the stringers.

Crew members bolt double 2” x 8 x 16’ stringers onto the steel beams.

Lauren Adario gets her impact drill ready to install decking.

Each decking timber is installed with eight timber lags.

Larry Gomes and John Ryan get ready to nail down the runners while Tom Bussiere takes a
well-deserved break.

It took several people with pry bars to jam the abutment boards into place. These boards will
keep gravel from getting by the steel beams and falling into the river.

Leo Couture drove his tractor with a fork attachment to the bridge site and it made short
work of moving all the lumber into place.

With the bridge done, all that was left was to pose for a picture!
Back row: Leo Couture, John Ryan and Tom Bussiere.
Front Row: Anthony Adario, Larry Gomes, Steve Adario, Alyssa Adario and Andy Thibodeau.
Not shown in picture: Lauren Adario, Todd Demers and Donna Rhine.

